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Roundabout
to be built
over the
summer
BY TREY CRUMBIE
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

Sleeper Agent performs at the Warehouse in Mt. Victor on Saturday. The hometown group returned to their roots
to kick off its most recent tour. The band performed with Buffalo Rodeo, another Bowling Green group, and Knox
Hamilton. LUKE FRANKE/HERALD

raise
some
HELL
Raucous Kentucky rockers
return with ‘About Last Night’
BY SAM OSBORNE
LIFE@WKUHERALD.COM

the Bowling Green music scene, he cut his teeth playing rock ‘n’ roll in basements and small venues in his
hometown. But he waited for the day when he could

ETHNIC MEDIA
COURSE TO BE
OFFERED THIS
SUMMER
PAGE A7

TUE 63°/39°
WED 63°/39°
THU 72°/52°
FRI 70°/48°

day he knew he had arrived.
“As a teenager, I always wanted to play Nashville — it
was everything to me,” Smith, a 2010 WKU graduate,
said. “If you’re going to make it, you have to play Nashville. They wouldn’t book my band or anything.”
Despite the rejection, Smith trudged on wholeheartedly in his creative endeavors.
Smith spent his formative years fronting bands like
Such Tall Buildings, The Decade of Experts and Assassins and Downtown Handshake. He was immersed in
a Bowling Green music scene that includes the likes
of Cage the Elephant, Morning Teleportation and the
emerging Buffalo Rodeo.
Long famous for its corvette heritage, south-central Kentucky has made a more recent name for itself

Tony Smith had dreams of Nashville. Growing up in

SUMMER
SESSION

grace the stage of a venue in Music City. That’d be the

through it's budding music. But why is the fast food
hub home to a slew of talented alt rockers?
Smith said the Bowling Green music scene has been
hungry for attention in regard to its musical talent for
SEE SLEEPER PAGE A2

A new type of roadway will replace a notable intersection in
Bowling Green.
The Kentucky Transportation
Cabinet is moving forward with its
project to create a two-lane roundabout at the intersection of University Boulevard and Nashville Road.
Joe Plunk, transportation engineering branch manager for project development for the Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet District 3,
said the current intersection has
high traffic with a high speed limit.
These factors have contributed to
more than 200 accidents between
January 2001 and August 2011, according to documents provided by
the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet District 3.
The KTC documents also project
that the roundabout will reduce
congestion at the intersection.
Plunk said the project will cost
about $2.5 million for construction
and $1.5 million for utility relocation. KTC also bought about $3 million worth of property, including
more than $460,000 bought from
WKU. Plunk said the money came
from the state budget.
General contractor bids are due
April 25, and construction will not
begin until after commencement.
Most of the construction will be finished by the start of next semester
and the entire project will be completed by the end of this year.
Following construction completion, a WKU monument sign will be
placed in the center of the roundabout.
Plunk said the construction will
impact traffic at the intersection.
“There will be times this summer
where Chestnut Street is closed
for almost a month,” Plunk said.
“There'll be times when Loving Way
is closed for a month. There’ll be
times where even University [Boulevard] is closed for a month.”
The utility relocation has already
had an impact on traffic with the

SEE ROUNDABOUT PAGE A2

Student fights cancer‚ gives to St. Baldrick’s
BY TAYLOR HARRISON
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
When Lauren Osbourne was 6 months
old, she was diagnosed with liver cancer.
Although she was too young to even
remember her treatment, she went
through six months of chemotherapy.
“It was hard on my parents,” Osbourne, a
Bardstown sophomore, said. “They didn’t
know if I was going to make it at first.”
What her family didn’t find out until later
was that her cancer was the result of a
gene she has that comes from her mother’s
side of her family. When she was 17 years
old, she was diagnosed with another
type of cancer in early 2012 that was also
connected to the gene, but this time it was
colon cancer.
“It definitely was an eye-opener the
second time,” Osbourne said. “I didn’t
really remember going through it when I
was younger. I was always really curious of
what I did go through the first time.”
She again had to go through six months
of chemotherapy and was in remission
by November 2012. Now, Osbourne does
SEE ST. BALDRICK'S PAGE A2

Bardstown junior Lauren Osbourne readies herself for the Paul Mitchell beautician's scissors to glide through her hair. Osbourne, a cancer survivor herself and
mentor for girls with cancer, donated inches of hair during the fifth annual Saint
Baldrick's event at Nick Denes Field on Saturday. TYLER ESSARY/HERALD
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intersection closed for most of the day
on Sunday.The intersection will also be
closed intermittently on Sunday April 13.
Wes Watt, public information officer
for the KTC District 3, said there are
smaller residential roundabouts in the

ST. BALDRICK'S

CONTINUED FROM FRONT

what she can to fight against childhood
cancer.
On Saturday, she participated in
WKU's annual St. Baldrick's event and
donated her hair. St. Baldrick's funds
research to help find a cure for childhood cancer.
“It feels good that I had the decision to
do it instead of it falling out,” Osbourne
said after getting her hair cut.
Bardstown sophomore Ashley Gamlin, who went to high school with Osbourne, also got her hair cut at St. Baldrick’s on Saturday. She said she did it
not only to support Osbourne, her best
friend, but others she has known who
had cancer.
“So I just thought it would show support to them and everyone else who is
fighting this battle,” Gamlin said.
Osbourne said she decided to donate
her hair for both of her grandfathers —
one who died of lung cancer and one
who has brain cancer — and for 7-yearold Miley Hodge, who has an aggressive
type of bone cancer.
Osbourne heard about Miley by
watching the news in her hometown.
There, she saw a story about a prom
that had been thrown for Miley.
“That’s when I had just finished chemo,” Osbourne said.
Osbourne attended Bellarmine University in Louisville as a freshman because she had to go to college close
to her doctors at the time. While going to school there, she was involved
in Relay for Life, an organization that
raises money for cancer research, and
through that, she met Miley.
Osbourne said she thinks Miley likes

SLEEPER
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area, but this will be the first modern
one in Bowling Green.
Watt said KTC plans to use any media
accessible to educate Bowling Green
citizens on how to use the roundabout.
“That is going to be one of our major
steps is to keep WKU informed and the
incoming freshman informed of what
the roundabout is and how to use it,”
Watt said.

having her in her life because she understands what Miley’s going through.
“She would ask me if her hair was going
to grow back like mine,” Osbourne said.
She remembered one time in particular when Miley would not take her
medicine for her father. She would take
it in front of just Osbourne.
“I put her on my lap and kept telling
her it was going to be okay,” Osbourne
said. “It’s just so hard…she doesn’t quite
understand what she’s going through.
She knows it has taken a lot away, like
she can’t ride her bike.”
But Osbourne said Miley stays really
positive.
“Kids really are more humble,” Osbourne said.
Miley had to be in the hospital for a
few weeks recently, and when she got to
go home “she was all smiles,” Osbourne
said, even though Miley had to continue to use a feeding tube.
Through the Make-A-Wish Foundation, Miley was able to meet the celebrity who inspired her name, Miley Cyrus.
There is now a campaign on Twitter to
get Justin Bieber to meet Miley: #justinmeetmiley. Bieber did post a video that
directly addressed Miley, saying he was
praying for her and telling her to stay
strong.
Bert Woodrome, Miley's father, said
having Lauren in her life really helps
Miley.
“Lauren can relate, and Miley can relate, and that's what this whole thing's
about,” Woodrome said. “It gives her a
little bit of hope.”
While they don't get to see each other
that often, Woodrome said it's important that Miley has a friend and a female role model.
“She clings to that and she loves it,” he
said.

Matt Pfefferkorn, Mellow Matt's owner

CONTINUED FROM FRONT

some time.
“Maybe Bowling Green feels a little
shunned,” he said. “We’re important
too, we’ve got music and ideas and
we’re gonna do it, ‘so fuck you.’ That’s
kind of the mentality.”
The breakthrough for Smith came in
fall 2011 as the frontman for Sleeper
Agent. They burst onto the scene with
their raucous debut “Celebrasion,” a
collection of fuzzy, fast-paced teenage
rock anthems. The buzz generated by
the band's first album led to tours with
Weezer, Fun., Grouplove, Ben Kweller
and other respected acts, as well as an
appearance at the 2012 Coachella Valley Arts and Music Festival.
The band kicked off its first headlining tour on Saturday with a hometown
show at the Warehouse at Mt. Victor, supporting its sophomore album
“About Last Night,” which dropped
March 25.
Smith was excited for the chance to
play an all-ages hometown show but
said playing to a Bowling Green crowd
is often stress-inducing.
“It’s not my favorite thing to do,”
Smith said. “Mainly because I look out,
I see kids I grew up with and parents,
lots of parents. Maybe there’s a girl I
treated poorly on a date one time. It’s
a little more of a stress run. The reward
is bigger too. If we can do well in our
hometown it will be talked about for
months.”
The southern Kentucky six-piece returns with a more polished sound, a
departure from the frenetic brand of
garage pop that defined its first album,
but they haven’t lost their penchant for
sugary sweet melodies and infectious
vocals or the desire to raise a little hell.
“You never saw me coming/Cause we
never gonna die,” Smith mouths off on
the opening track “Be Brave.”
“About Last Night” documents the
ups and downs inherent to being a
20-something. Some of the songwriting focuses on Smith and vocalist Alex
Kandel's relationship. The pair are now
engaged.
“I think what I was going for was my
experience with not only Alex, but just
the rest of the band and being in my
late 20s,” Smith said. “Learning how to
deal with life and love.”
The album recalls blurry nights with
old friends, awkward mornings after
and bouts with bad luck on tour.
“It’s funny because when you’re in it
you have to make it fun,” Kandel said
of tour life in an interview with Herald
Underground.
Kandel’s sultry voice was brought to
the forefront on Sleeper Agent's latest
effort. Quite literally. Kandel and her
purple locks stand alone on the "About
Last Night" cover.
Sleeper Agent embraces electronic
dance vibes on their new record, high-

Every town in the U.S.
has great bands, but for
some reason Bowling
Green has always been a
mecca for local talent.”
lighted on their summery sing-along
single, “Waves.”
Smith said the experience of playing
and experiencing Coachella was a major inspiration for "About Last Night."
“The entire 2012 Coachella line-up
was a huge influence on this album, because I think I came up with most of the
ideas at the festival a couple years ago,”
Smith said. “We saw kids responding to
the weirdest things. I haven’t seen people dance harder to Gotye. Seeing that
atmosphere, I was like ‘Oh, I’m gonna
make some dance music on the next
record.'”
Sleeper Agent celebrated its album
release with an in-store acoustic set
and meet and greet at Mellow Matt’s
Records and More on March 25. Store
manager Rachel Feldman said the store
was packed for the intimate performance.
“We had 80 total records of 'About
Last Night' prior to the show and there
were maybe five left after their performance,” she said.
Matt Pfefferkorn, owner of Mellow
Matt’s Records and More, has followed
the local music scene since the mid1980s and said Bowling Green has also
been a hub of talent.
"Every town across the U.S. has great
bands, but for some reason Bowling
Green has always been a mecca for
local talent,” he said. “Maybe there’s
something in the water. It’s really nice
to see it at full throttle right now with
Sleeper Agent, Cage the Elephant and
Buffalo Rodeo.”
Pfefferkorn said Sleeper Agent has intrigued him since its inception.
“I’ve followed them since the beginning,” he said. “I really enjoy the music
they are putting out, the quality of it
and just the energy.”
Sleeper Agent begins a string of 16
dates over the course of April tonight at
the Loft in Lansing, Mich.
“We start in Michigan, make our way
across the top half of the Midwest and
to the West Coast,” Kandel said.
Smith said he is nervous about his
first tour as a headliner, but fans need
not fear.
“We don’t really know what to expect,” he said. “We don’t know what the
attendance is going to be like. We’re just
gonna go in and play a killer show every
night.”
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Make a

BIG
IMPACT

with employers.
We place creative,
sales oriented
minds together to
see what happens.

AD SALES REPS

The Herald Advertising
staff is looking for the
1%er's that want
to create their own
path to success.
Application deadline:

April 30
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STAFF EDITORIAL

RUBBERNECKING
Impending roundabout isn't worth the stress
THE ISSUE: From May through
August 2014, the Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet will be
working on construction of a
roundabout at University Boulevard and U.S. 31-W ByPass in
an attempt to have traffic flow
more smoothly and fix problems turning onto and exiting
Chestnut Street, with some
utility work now under way.
OUR STANCE: While we find
the state's efforts admirable
and wish them success with
this endeavor, we’re still a bit
skeptical that this will actually
be any safer.

W

e know of another
roundabout built in
Danville at the intersection of Kentucky 33 and
Kentucky 2168. This roundabout is in a rural, usually
uncrowded region, and has
already been the site of a slew
of mishaps and accidents, according to the Advocate Messenger newspaper.
At least two collisions in
Danville's roundabout have
sent two to the hospital, and
the paper reported there has
even been an instance of a
semi-truck becoming stuck
within the roundabout.
With these mishaps occurring in a town far smaller
than Bowling Green and on a

road far less congested than
the cited intersection, we’re
definitely skeptical about the
infrastructure renovations —
especially since this will be the
first roundabout in the city, according to the Bowling Green
Daily News.
Because this is the city's
first roundabout, we wonder how many will be familiar with how to navigate
one. There are no official
classes to teach citizens on
how to properly maneuver
these, and unless Bowling
Green citizens spend a good
amount of time in cities
with roundabouts they may
be clueless as to the rules of
the road.
Another huge concern regarding the roundabout is the
population, both of the city
and of the intersections. If so
many accidents occurred in
such a rural area of such a small
town, we wonder if the amount
of accidents in a very populated part of a larger town will be
twice, even thrice the amount,
which, in recent years, currently averages about 3,000 annually, according to the Bowling
Green official website.
Lastly, the construction
of this roundabout will obviously take time, and will cause
rerouting of those who would
normally travel these busy

streets. With so many people
using these roads to go to and
from work, or to appointments
or to even pick up their kids,
road closings will ensure that
they begin to clog roads that
would otherwise be free and
not heavily trafficked.

We understand that a
roundabout may be a good
idea to introduce to a city that
desperately needs less traffic jams and fewer accidents.
However, it is not the greatest
idea to make Bowling Green’s
first roundabout in such a

heavily-driven area that is so
prone to accidents.
In this case, change might
make the situation even worse.
-This editorial represents the
majority opinion of the Herald's
9-member editorial board.

2014 SGA Election Commentary
My case for executive
vice president

What I will do as
SGA president
“Why do you want
to be SGA president?”
To answer this
question, I’ll have to
go back to the Fall 2013
semester. It seemed
like a normal Friday.
I had just finished up
my SGA office hours
for the week and I was heading to
Preston to work out.
That’s when I saw Nick Conrad.
He was fervently asking anyone
who would listen to sign his late-night
dining option petition. He noticed my
SGA shirt and asked what we could do
to make his vision happen.
After multiple meetings with university officials, an SGA resolution and
a trial run at Einstein’s, late-night dining is now a part of campus.
I do not claim any responsibility for late-night dining — that all
goes to Nick. I just put him in contact with Gary Meszaros, who I had
worked with previously in my SGA
duties.
SGA did not create late-night dining, but we facilitated it. We gave the
students a voice.
That is why I want to be SGA
president.
Students on this campus have

ideas to improve life for us all; they
only need someone to listen and
guide them to the right university
officials. They need someone to
fight for what the need to be happy,
healthy, and successful. I want to be
that voice.
As SGA president, I will strive to
give students a voice. SGA will utilize
Twitter to allow students to “tweet
in” student speaker comments and
Adobe Connect to broadcast meetings.
Similar to our South Campus meeting, we will hold regional campus
meetings. I will listen to what students
are saying during this budget crisis
and relay that on to university administrators. We will keep accountability
a priority and find additional ways to
remain transparent.
I want to serve you, the student
body, to make this campus an even
better place. Together, we can make
that happen. Vote Seay for President
on April 8th and 9th for an experienced
leader that will serve all students.
-Nicki Seay, candidate for SGA
president
This commentary doesn't necessarily reflect the views of the Herald or
the university.
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With the Student
Government Association elections just on the
horizon, senator and
executive officer candidates are fully engaged
in their campaigning efforts. Posters, social media campaigns and speeches are on the
forefront of this year's SGA elections.
The executive officer debate took
place this past Wednesday to allow
candidates to voice their plans for the
upcoming school year. In light of a national Enactus competition in Cincinnati, Ohio, it was unfortunate that I was
unable to attend the debate — something of vital importance to me as an
executive vice president candidate.
With major university changes fast
approaching, the SGA is needed to
work diligently this upcoming semester to ensure the student voice is heard.
These changes that WKU will soon face
affect both students and employees.
A major concern of the student
body involves the budget cut the university will soon face due to a decrease
in state funding. The SGA, as well
as myself, understand the vitality of
keeping an increase in student fees at
a minimum. With the decline in student enrollment for the first time in
years, the EVP must work to voice the
opinion of the student body related to

CONTACT US
Advertising:
270.745.2653
advertising@wkuherald.com
Newsroom:
270.745.6011
news@wkuherald.com
Address: 1906 College
Heights Blvd. #11084,
Bowling Green, KY
42101-1084

REPORT AN ERROR
Editor: 270.745.5044
editor@wkuherald.com

the budget cut.
Apart from funding, the need for adequate student representation within the
SGA has been a concern of mine since
my election to senate three years ago.
In order to expand student representation within the organization I find
it necessary to introduce new SGA marketing strategies. With the initiation of
the SGA Street Team, a PR group to promote SGA signature services, as well as
effectively recruiting students to apply
for elections is key to increase diverse
student involvement on campus.
Alongside these plans, I hope to utilize the EVP position to alter the meal
plans to provide healthier options — a
continuous concern of the student
body. As a fair trade university, WKU has
the option to introduce more fair trade
products on campus, a need that I see
is both important and simple to resolve.
I strongly encourage all students to
be part in selecting the SGA representatives, as they will be crucial in effectively making a change within the WKU
student government. Elections for SGA
senators and executive officers takes
place on TopNet, April 8th & 9th.
-Nolan Miles, candidate for executive vice-president
This commentary doesn't necessarily reflect the views of the Herald or the
university.

VOICE YOUR OPINION
Opinion 270.745.4874
opinion@wkuherald.com
The Herald encourages readers to
write letters and commentaries
on topics of public interest. Here
are a few guidelines:
1. Letters shouldn't exceed 250
words. Commentaries should be
about 500 words and include a
picture.
2. Originality counts. Please don't
submit plagiarized work.
3. For verification, letters and
commentaries MUST include
your name, phone number, home
town and classification or title.

4. Letters may not run in every
edition due to space.
5. The Herald reserves the right to
edit all letters for style, grammar,
length and clarity. The Herald
does NOT print libelous submissions.
6. Submissions must be received
by 7 p.m. on Sunday and Wednesday.
DISCLAIMER: The opinions expressed in this newspaper DO
NOT reflect those of Western
Kentucky University's employees or of its administration.
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HELP WANTED

MovingHelp.com
Part-Time Work
Full-Time Pay
Now in
Bowling Green, KY.
Be Your Own Boss!
•Set Your Own Rates
•Set Your Schedule
Apply Now!
Go to:
MovingHelper.com
Powered by: U-Haul

Note to Readers: The College Heights Herald screens ads for misleading
or false claims but cannot guarantee any ad or claim. Please use caution
when answering ads, especially when asked to send money or provide
credit card information. The College Heights Herald is not responsible
for the content or validity of these paid classified ads.

PREVIOUS CROSSWORD SOLUTION

ACROSS
1 Insect stage
6 Sink down in the middle
9 Heavy haulers
14 Not quite spherical
15 Single
16 Mild-mannered reporter
Kent
17 Tennis court official
19 Overzealous type
20 Point after deuce
21 More narcissistic
23 Asian New Year
24 Harbor long-term
resentment
27 Portuguese explorer Vasco
30 Open court hearing, in law
31 News org.
32 Construction zone cones
36 Earth-orbiting Gagarin
39 Birds that symbolize peace
41 Right, vis-à-vis left: Abbr.
42 Early PC interface
43 Glasses, in ads
44 More than mono
46 Workout facility
47 Water, in Juárez
49 Amazingly enough
51 Creamy confection
56 End of a prof’s URL
57 Type of vegetable oil
58 Yucky muck
62 Soup scoop
64 “Stay put!”
66 Partner of vim
67 Seventh Greek letter
68 Love, to Luciano
69 Length-times-width
calculations
70 Opposite of NNW
71 Yankee shortstop Jeter
who announced he will retire
at the end of 2014

DOWN
1 Whatever she wants, she
gets
2 Zealous
3 Rice-A-__
4 Capital of Austria
5 Wd. modifying a noun
6 Dr Pepper and Dr. Brown’s
7 1973 Rolling Stones ballad
8 Davis of “A League of
Their Own”
9 Move like a squirrel
10 Right-angle bend
11 Political commentator with
an Internet “Report”
12 Discount rack abbr.
13 Glide on ice

45 Conclude by
48 Stomach ailments
50 Lentil or pea
51 Aqua __: aftershave brand
52 Firefighter Red
53 South American range
54 Pays, as the bill
55 Radii-paralleling bones
59 Skunk’s defense
60 Fairy tale fiend
61 Eye on the sly
63 Hawaii’s Mauna __
65 Terrible

18 Sunlamp danger, briefly
22 Narcissists have big ones
25 Men pocketing baseballs
26 Sometimes-illegal turns,
for short
27 Fizzling firecrackers
28 Each
29 Push gently
33 Valet’s purview
34 Not shut, poetically
35 “All Things Considered”
airer
37 Rogers and Clark
38 Beliefs
40 WWII vet, say
42 Synthesizer pioneer
44 Room in una casa

HILLTOP HOROSCOPES
SCORPIO (Oct.
23-Nov. 21) -There's more creative work coming
over the next three
weeks, with Mercury
in Aries. Express
the possibility of a
project in writing.
Revise plans and
budgets for a stable
foundation.

SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
-- Conditions are
improving. Articulate the goal, and
get playful. For the
next three weeks,
it's easier to express
your heart with
Mercury in Aries.

CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
-- Disciplined efforts
with a partner provides solid results.
The competition's
fierce. Get into
household projects
with Mercury in
Aries for the next
three weeks. Have
your home express
your family's special
quirkiness.

AQUARIUS (Jan.
20-Feb. 18) -- Balance studies and
work with time
outdoors to decrease
stress. Over the next
three weeks with
Mercury in Aries,
words come easily,
and you're sharp as
a tack.

PISCES (Feb.
19-March 20) -- Patience, thrift and
quiet efforts behind
the scene move your
project ahead. Over
the next three weeks,
use your budget to
track spending and
find ways to work
smarter and more
efficiently. Develop
new sources of income.

ARIES (March
21-April 19) -- Mercury enters your sign
today. Expect high
energy and creativity for the next several weeks. Accept
a challenge. Some
projects won't bring
in any money, but
satisfy with concrete
impact. Disciplined
efforts at home reap
rewards.

TAURUS (April
20-May 20) -- Continue to increase
savings with discipline. For nearly
three weeks with
Mercury in Aries,
ponder a situation
and possible strategies. Creative ideas
come easier. Your
education and experience pay off.

GEMINI (May
21-June 20) -Friends provide
inspiration and
understanding. For
the next three weeks
with Mercury in Aries, group activities
go well. Your team's
hot. Deadlines could
creep up on you.

CANCER (June
21-July 22) -- Speculate on different
career pathways
over the next three
weeks. Hold on to
your self-discipline,
and your tongue. If
you receive unreasonable requests,
play it conservative
for now. Keep your
options open, and
make a list.

LEO (July 23-Aug.
22) -- You can't be
two places simultaneously. Schedule
with discipline, and
decrease your obligations. Take one
step at a time. For
nearly three weeks,
travel and adventure beckons.

VIRGO (Aug.
23-Sept. 22) -- Plans
could get disrupted.
Go back to the
drawing board.
Increase organization and decrease
clutter. Friends offer
solutions. Communication and clever
action lead to profits
over the next three
weeks, with Mercury
in Aries.

LIBRA (Sept.
23-Oct. 22) -- A
change in plans may
be required, with
differing priorities
and new obligations.
Figure out tactics and
options. Consider details. Communication
with partners opens
doors over the next
three weeks, with
Mercury in Aries.

SUDOKU PROBLEMS
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Alex Kandel of Sleeper Agent performs with her band at the Warehouse at Mt. Victor on Saturday. The hometown group returned to its roots and featured a setlist from
its sophomore album “About Last Night” and its better-known repertoire. (Shot through a glass prism)

Hometown
Heroes
PHOTOS BY LUKE FRANKE

Fans from Fayetteville, Ark., sing along during Sleeper Agent's performance at the Warehouse at Mt. Victor on Saturday.

Scott Gardner of Sleeper Agent performs with his band at the Warehouse at Mt.
Victor on Saturday.

Alex Kandel and Tony Smith of Sleeper Agent perform with their band at the Warehouse at Mt. Victor on Saturday. The pair has been engaged since their New Years
Eve show at Rocky's Bar in 2012.
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Ethnic media course to examine diverse perspectives
BY JOHN CORUM
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

nalism at WKU.
According to LaPoe, the
course will examine how
In an age of an increasingly ethnic media such as the
multicultural society,
“Afr ican-Amer ican
journalists must often
Press, the American
include a variety of
Indian Press, the Latperspectives in their
in Press, or the Asianissue coverage. This
American Press...may
summer, the WKU
be covering an issue
School of Journalism
similarly or differ& Broadcasting will
ently from the mainoffer a new course destream media.”
signed to foster this
The class aspires to
LAPOE
cultural
inclusivehelp students critically
Assistant
ness.
evaluate media sources
Professor
The course, titled “Ethand to better undernic Media,” will be ofstand how to reach
fered online by Victoria LaPoe, out to a different community
an assistant professor of jour- when reporting.

“You don’t just want to
parachute in on a community and cover a topic just
for that second," LaPoe said.
"You need to be connected to
the community you're covering."
LaPoe said including genuine accounts from featured
communities is of increased
importance because ethnic
media are rising in popularity.
“Ethnic media are actually
growing in distribution and
content, both traditionally and
online,” LaPoe said.
Several students have already registered to take the
Ethnic Media course. The ros-

Victoria LaPoe, assistant professor of journalism

Ethnic media are actually growing in
distribution and content, both
traditionally and online.”
ter includes Louisville junior
Dakota Sherek.
As Sherek explains, the notions of inclusiveness covered
by the course will greatly supplement her education in journalism.
“I’m hoping to learn about
different cultures, and hopefully that will help me when
I become a journalist to learn

about different types of people and report about them in
a fair and good way,” Sherek
said.
The restricted online course
will be primarily discussionoriented, LaPoe said.
Students interested in signing up for the Ethnic Media
course should contact LaPoe
to override the restriction.

Geography department receives software grant
BY MACKENZIE MATHEWS
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

The Department of Geography and Geology recently
received $3.7 million from
United Kingdom-based Midland Valley Exploration Ltd. to
go towards the MOVE software
grant.
“This is academic initiative
software to support future
generations of geoscientists,”
geology professor Nahid Gani
said.
Geologists made the software in order to study underground movements. Its
various capabilities will be

beneficial to geoscience students and faculty. Research
outcomes can be taken from
the software and applied to
the classroom, giving students
particular geological scenarios to learn from.
Students have familiarized
themselves with the software,
and several have used it to
conduct research.
“It’s cutting edge technology,” Stanville graduate student
Nathaniel Blackburn said. “It
will help us to visualize some
of the geology processes that
we wouldn’t be able to otherwise.”
Blackburn has been using

the software to map faults in educate our students for job
Kentucky and to build a model searching,” Gani said. “It will
of tectonic activity in Eastern prepare them for competitive
Africa. The models
jobs in different commake the informamercial companies.”
tion easily interpreted
Several parts of the
through simulations
software include modrather than explanaeling seismic data,
tions.
satellite data or GPA
Students will learn
field-based data. The
innovative ways to colvarying settings allow
lect data that do not
geologists to study any
require extensive work
region at any time peGANI
on location. The softriod to better underProfessor
ware offers a lab setstand how faults and
ting that simply provides data fractures were formed.
in the classroom.
As a structural geologist,
“The software can be utilized Gani studies different physical
by any of the faculty and to forms on Earth and how they

were formed and deformed.
This field can work with petroleum geology in deciding
where to drill for the resource.
With the software, the two specialties can be combined.
The university has unlimited
use of the software, which will
be useful to students in their
career preparations.
“A lot of big companies are
using it for various applications in geological modeling,”
Blackburn said. “With a lot of
these jobs, we might be presenting what we’ve researched,
and that’s a lot easier for us to
show these companies if we
can make a nice model.”

Download
the new
WKUHERALD
app on
iTunes and
Google Play
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Spanish class organizes Hispanic
community for health exams
BY MACKENZIE MATHEWS
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
Bowling Green’s Hispanic population
will have the opportunity to receive
various forms of health care and information during the Hispanic Health Fair
on April 12.
The event has been planned and will
be hosted by a Spanish class in the Department of Modern Languages.
“At this fair, there’s going to be a lot of
services offered for free, like medical
exams, eye exams and dental cleanings,” Louisville senior Molly Kaviar
said. “And there will also be a lot of information provided by organizations.”
Kaviar is one of many students who
will be interpreting at the fair. The class
has been researching the Hispanic community’s needs in order to understand
what should be provided at the event.
WKU’s Nursing Department will provide vital sign screenings, such as blood
pressure and cholesterol, and an organization from Louisville will head up
eye exams. Hearing, dental and prenatal exams will also be provided.
“We’re going to have a different organization that will be providing important information,” Spanish professor
Sonia Lenk said. “The whole idea is for
them to get this contact information to
have more accessibility to health and
wellbeing providers.”
Lenk began the fair at WKU last year
after noticing a growing Hispanic community in Bowling Green.

COLUMN

CONTINUED FROM SPORTS
high RPIs. What’s going to look sore on
their resume is the losses to the teams
they shouldn’t have had problems with.
The Toppers have wins under their
belt against the three teams ahead of
them in the Sun Belt Conference. Louisiana-Lafayette carries the highest
RPI of any opponent they’ve played,
currently at No. 4. WKU defeated the
Ragin’ Cajuns when they were ranked
No. 1 and, as Myers said, was just a
pitch or two away from taking the series.
WKU dropped a home series against
Texas State (18-13) who sits one game
ahead of the Toppers in the Sun Belt
standings.
With this weekend’s series win against
Arkansas State (17-15), the leagues
No. 2 team, the Toppers are showing
enough to Myers that sitting at .500 in
the conference isn’t necessarily a bad
thing looking ahead.
Wins against ULL and a non-confer-

BASEBALL

CONTINUED FROM SPORTS
because they were a little sloppy, but good
teams win them and we found a way."
After the two mid-week victories, the
Toppers (18-15, 6-6 Sun Belt Conference) found themselves against Arkansas State. In the first game Friday,
the two teams experienced offensive
outbursts that resulted in 19 hits and 14
runs, but it was WKU that came away
with the 8-6 victory.
The Toppers found a way to win even
after walking eight batters, giving up
ten hits and committing three errors.
Senior pitcher Justin Hageman secured
his third win of the season and continued his productive year. His ERA is a
Sun Belt low of 2.49.
A grand slam by junior first baseman
Ryan Church propelled WKU over the
Red Wolves 9-6 Saturday, the first grand
slam for WKU since 2011. It was the
fifth inning where WKU was able to do
most of its damage where the Toppers
scored five runs.
Trailing 3-1 to start the inning, sophomore Trevor Lowe was hit by a pitch,
and a single by senior David Simmons
put runners at the corners for junior
shortstop Cody Wofford.
Wofford delivered a single to score
Lowe and put runners on first and second with two outs. After senior Scott
Wilcox drew a walk to load the bases,
Church slammed the first pitch of the at
bat over the left field wall and onto Avenue of Champions for his fifth home
run of the year to put WKU in front 6-3
and eventually win the game.

FOOTBALL

CONTINUED FROM SPORTS
according to Shephard, Topper fans
will notice their physicality more than
any other trait this year.
Shephard emphasizes blocking just
as much as any other quality, and if
you can’t do it, you sit, according to
Norris.

By utilizing the university’s resources,
she and her students are working to
meet the population’s health concerns.
The class wrote a grant to the ALIVE Center and began contacting service partners
for funding. HOLAS club has also been assisting with logistics and advertising.
“Just being able to put together such
an encompassing event is a great accomplishment,” Lenk said. “It’s one of
the only times they see what they have
learned put into practice.”
The fair is a unique event in Bowling
Green, and everyone involved is gaining
a new experience. The fair attendees will
acquire access to wellness providers, a
source they may never have had access
to before. Students are receiving a strong
perception of their community and are
putting their language skills to use.
“I emphasize that a college student is a
privileged person in our society,” Lenk said.
“They have a duty to give back and this is a
way to give back to their community.”
Research has gone into figuring how
to make this event provide sustainable
information for those who attend.
The goal is to ensure people leave
the fair knowing how to contact
health providers for further care of
their families.
“I hope that not only will people get
access to information for the certain
care that they really need,” Kaviar said.
“I hope that we’ll be able to build a good
relationship between the university
and people from the Hispanic community of Bowling Green.”

ence victory on the road at Vanderbilt,
who was ranked No. 4 at the time, gives
him much to look forward to.
“We’ve played now the three best (Sun
Belt) teams,” Myers said. “I like where
we’re at. If we play with this intensity
we’ll be in good shape down the road.
We have to take care of Troy. We have to
get some guys healthy. This schedule
has been a grind, but it’s in our favor if
we can take care of business down the
road.”
Troy is having an uncharacteristic
year sitting near the bottom of the conference at 16-16 overall and 4-7 in the
Sun Belt. The Toppers have won four of
the last five meetings. Before that for a
stretch of two years between 2010-11,
Troy defeated WKU six straight times.
The team knows the grind is wearing
on them, but guys like sophomore Anderson Miller believe the team is only
getting better as the grind wears on.
“I know we’ve played a real tough
schedule this season and we’ve handled it pretty well,” Miller said. “We’ve
missed some opportunities, but we’ve
gotten better.”

"I walked up to the plate and my plan
was to see something up and try to drive
it," Church said. "He gave it to me and I
took advantage. This team battles. This
team fights and I'm pumped up about it."
WKU finally slipped up in a 7-5 loss
Sunday. Arkansas State led the entire
game but WKU didn’t quit, heading
into the ninth inning trailing 7-1.
Four runs on three walks and two
hits, which included a two-out, threerun double from Wilcox, allowed for the
go-ahead run to reach the plate. The
Toppers were unable to complete the
comeback, leaving two runners stranded on base in the ninth to reach a total
of nine left on base in the game.
With Arkansas State now behind
them, WKU has faced four out of the
nine Sun Belt opponents, including the
league’s top three teams in ULL, Texas
State and Arkansas State.
“We’ve played the three best teams
and if we play with this intensity we
will be in good shape down the road,”
Myers said. “I told the guys after the Lafayette series, we went toe-to-toe with
those guys one pitch away from winning that series that if we play like that
there will be some good outcomes.
"We got to get some guys healthy,"
he added. "This schedule has been a
grind, but it’s in our favor if we can take
care of business down the road."
WKU’s next game will be tonight at
Austin Peay, a team the Toppers defeated last week 5-2 at Nick Denes Field,
where pitching by the Toppers dominated the Governors' lineup.

“That’s just as important as running
a route for him,” Norris said. “He’s big
on blocking. If you can’t block, you can’t
get in. Just like if you can’t run a route
you can’t be in.”
The Toppers will hold six more spring
practices, all of which are open to the
public, before their annual Red and
White scrimmage on April 19 at 1:00
p.m. in Smith Stadium.
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Lady Toppers swept by ULL for first conference loss
BY AUSTIN LANTER
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM

The WKU Lady Topper softball team went into the weekend with a perfect 6-0 record
in the Sun Belt Conference.
However, the No. 21 Louisiana-Lafayette Ragin’ Cajuns
quickly put an end to that record, sweeping the Lady Toppers in a weekend series at
the WKU Softball Complex.
ULL took all three games by
scores of 8-4, 11-5, and 6-4,
respectively, extending its
own win streak to 13 games
and moving to 45-12 all-time
against WKU.
WKU (24-13-1, 6-3 Sun Belt
Conference) was out hit 34-19
on the weekend and gave up
five home runs, three in the
first game Saturday and two in
the second.
“ULL is just a great hitting
team and we knew that coming into it,” senior pitcher Emily Rousseau said. “They’re
obviously very well-coached
in hitting and we kind of knew
what to expect when we were
coming in.
“Obviously they hit home
runs a lot, but I think it was
just knowing that we could
compete with them in the
end was kind of how we
should have come into it,”
she said.
Rousseau pitched 13 innings
over the course of two games
for the Lady Toppers. In her
two appearances, she allowed
14 runs and 20 hits while striking out eight.
The other two pitchers,
freshman Hannah Miniard
and junior Janna Scheff,
pitched 3.2 innings and 4.1
innings, respectively. The two
combined to give up 11 runs
on 14 hits while striking out
six.
“I don’t think it was from
lack of effort (from the
pitchers),” coach Amy Tudor
said. “When you miss against
Louisiana-Lafayette, they’re
going to put it over the fence

Caught in a pickle, senior infielder Olivia Watkins changes directions to avoid being tagged by Louisiana-Lafayette sophomore third
basemen Samantha Walsh on Saturday. The Cajuns bested WKU 8-4, and proceeded to sweep the weekend series against the Lady
Toppers, who had until then been undefeated in conference play.
IAN MAULE/HERALD

or hit it hard somewhere. You
can’t miss against a good hitter.”
There were a few instances
over the weekend where WKU
would score a couple runs but
then turn right around and
give those runs right back to
ULL, something that made
it hard for the team to come
back from, according to Tudor.
“It’s like we would score and
they would deflate us by scoring,” she said. “We’d score two,

they’d score three. You can’t
catch up when you’re that far
behind.”
Big innings also plagued
the Lady Toppers. There
were eight innings over the
course of three games where
WKU allowed its opponents
to score two or more runs in
an inning. In game two, the
team allowed six runs in the
fourth inning, and in game
three WKU allowed four runs
in the fifth inning, an inning
the team started with a 1-0
lead.

“They’re a really good hitting team and they outhit us
the first two games,” senior
infielder Olivia Watkins said.
“The last game I felt like we
matched hits with them but
they had more clutch hitting.”
The team also left a total of
30 runners on base throughout the course of the series.
However, there were some
bright spots. Three different
Lady Toppers had home runs
on the weekend: juniors Pre-

slie Cruce and Jacqueline McGill and sophomore Brooke
Holloway. Those three batters
combined for eight RBIs on
the weekend.
Senior infielder Amanda
Thomas also hit .500 during
the series for WKU.
The Lady Toppers will be
back in action Wednesday as
they travel to Belmont (11-21)
for a game at 5 p.m. On Thursday, WKU will play Mississippi
Valley State (7-29) at home
starting at 4 p.m.
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Toppers gain
strength
through the
grind

BASEBALL

BY ELLIOTT PRATT
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM

For eight innings on
Sunday, Matt dugout
and watched a team
that looked nothing
like the Toppers that
had just won four
straight games at Nick
Dense Field.
Then for the ninth,
PRATT
his mood changed
Sports Editor with the same shift
of his team’s performance, which may have been why
he was in a better mood after the
game even though his team lost.
After the Toppers had won four
straight at Nick Denes Field last
week, their last game was a sudden
flip-flop of the week’s happenings
until the bottom of the ninth.
Down 7-1 on full count, senior second
baseman ScottWilcox hit a three-run double down center field and Ryan Church
hit an RBI single to bring WKU within two
runs in just a matter of a few pitches.
The Toppers dropped the game 7-5
while Arkansas State avoided the series sweep.
When all has been lost, it’s the bottom-of-the-ninth-inning-two-out
efforts like Sunday that leave Myers
smiling about where his team is at
this point in the year.
“I told the guys coming back from
the (Louisiana) Lafayette series that
we were probably a pitch away from
winning that series and if we played
like that there would be some really good outcomes,” Myers said. “I
thought this whole week we played
with some really good intensity at
the plate because I don’t know if
we win a couple of those midweek
games because we were a little sloppy. Good teams win them and we
found a way and I love the way the
guys went about it.”
WKU’s 18-15 record that barely
scratches the surface above .500 isn’t
indicative to how well the Toppers
have played against the teams with

Sophomore third baseman Thomas Peter avoids being tagged by Arkansas State freshman infielder Eric Wilcoxson
during their 9-6 victory Saturday over the Red Wolves. WKU won two games out of the three-game series against
their conference rivals. IAN MAULE/HERALD

FINDING

THEIR WAY

Toppers hit their stride after successful home stand
BY BILLY RUTLEDGE
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM

aggressive approach paid off. The
team won four of its five games, in-

have raised their RPI to 37th in
the nation (as of Sunday), secured
fourth place in the Sun Belt standings and won their fifth weekend
series of the season. The team averaged six runs a game on its way to
defeating three different teams, Lipscomb, Austin Peay and Arkansas
State.

The WKU baseball team entered
last week with a daunting schedule
of five games in seven days.
But all were in the confines of
Nick Denes Field, and the Toppers’

SEE COLUMN PAGE A8

“I thought this whole week we
cluding a 2-1 series victory against
Sun Belt Conference foe Arkansas
State.

played with some really good intensity at the plate,” Head Coach Matt
Myers said. “I don’t know if we win

In the past week, the Toppers

a couple of those mid-week games

SEE BASEBALL PAGE A8

FOOTBALL

Wide receivers hopeful for a breakout year
BY KYLE WILLIAMS
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM
When former coach Bobby Petrino
introduced an offense last season that
centered around the passing game,
much was to be expected out of the
wide receiving core.
With the team now under the direction of last season’s offensive coordinator, Jeff Brohm, the concept remains
the same, and the wide receivers are
eager for another successful year.
The Toppers return all three starters
from the receiving core that helped set
a program record in passing yards per
game last season (261.7). The Toppers
also added two junior college transfers
with Jared Dangerfield and Antwane
Grant and two high school signees that
include Kentucky’s Mr. Football award
winner of 2013, Nacarius Fant from
Bowling Green High School.
The experienced returning group is
led by redshirt senior Willie McNeal,
who recorded a team-high 46 receptions, 599 receiving yards and five
touchdowns last season.
McNeal, who was named a 2013 AllSun Belt Conference Honorable Mention selection last season, said the
team's depth has increased the inten-

WKU's redshirt senior wide receiver Willie McNeal (10) catches a pass during spring
practice March 1, at Smith Stadium in Bowling Green. MIKE CLARK/HERALD
sity during each practice.
“We’re deep. Actually, really deep,”
McNeal said. “We’re going to be even
deeper with the freshmen coming in,
so it’s nice to have it like that for the first
time. There’s basically pressure on you to
compete. You can’t have any days off.”
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The Toppers also welcome back
sophomore receivers Taywan Taylor
and Nicholas Norris, who started in a
combined 12 games last year in spite of
their youth.
The duo collectively tallied 57 receptions for 701 yards in their freshman

seasons. Norris also hauled in four
touchdown receptions.
According to wide receivers coach JaMarcus Shephard, the two sophomore
receivers are expecting even better results out of their second year.
“To be a true freshman and actually
contribute your freshman year is huge,”
Shephard, said. “But now, you come
into this next season, you start to have
even higher expectations and I think
that they have that of themselves.”
Shephard said junior college transfers
Jared Dangerfield and Antwane Grant
have fit nicely into the receiving core
and have impressed thus far during
spring ball.
The first-year wide receivers coach
said their size will improve WKU’s ability to block down field and that their
age is a positive influence on the team.
“Those guys are coming along very
quickly,” Shephard said. “They seem
to be pretty quick learners, so it’s been
helpful. I think their age, being older
guys, has helped the room to mature
a little more throughout this whole
spring ball.”
Speed and quickness have never
been an issue for WKU receivers, but
SEE FOOTBALL PAGE A8
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